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the personal journals of william clayton poignantly reflect
the experiences concerns and attitudes of one of the many faith-
fulfulfui latter day saints who though not leaders were essential to the
strength and success of early mormonism after 1842 however
clayton was particularly close to joseph smith and his journals pro-
vide some important insight into the life of the founding prophet
of the IDSLDS church they also shed significant light on the history of
the church in england in nauvoo during the exodus from nauvoo
to the great basin and during part of the early utah period

an intimate chronicle consists of abridgementsabridgements of five jour-
nals written by william clayton the full text of another and three
appendixes As detailed below most of the items have been pub-
lished before but two appear here for the first time the editor
george smith has written a fine introduction in which he reviews
claytonsclaytonaClaytons life and accomplishments and adds several miscellaneous
facts about clayton undiscovered by previous writers including
this reviewer footnotes provide other important insights into
clayton and his times and smith has done a credible job of editing
the material available to him the main value of this publication is
that it brings together in one volume significant portions of clay
tons journals along with some other writings

despite its strengths several problems are inherent in this
publication journal 2 is so incomplete that it cannot be relied
upon to provide a fullfuli or balanced perspective journal 53 is not
a william clayton journal at all but rather a heber C kimball
journal and the abridgementsabridgements of two previously published clay-
ton documents journal 1 and journal 4 are so severe that the
serious student of mormon history will want to look at the origi-
nals anyway

journal 1 england and emigration 1840 1842 is an abridge
ment of the journal clayton began on january 1 1840 while
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serving as a missionary in manchester england the entire journal
was previously published with profuse annotation in 1974 by
this reviewer and thomas G alexander as manchester mormonscormonsMormons
the journal of william clayton 1840 to 1842 v1 it provides
important information on the activities of the LDS church in eng-
land in 1840 casts light on the emigration process and illuminates
the story of zarahemlaZarahemla an LDS settlement in iowa that ultimately
failed the original journal is housed in the library at brigham
young university

of the 273 daily entries in this journal smith eliminated forty
one or 15 percent in addition nineteen entries are incomplete
though editors have the right to determine what to eliminate it is

unfortunate in this case that some seemingly significant entries
were excluded while some relatively insignificant passages were
retained sunday march 8 1840 for example was a very eventful
sabbath day for clayton in the morning he prayed with a sister
burgess who had a serious infection on her breast he also re-
corded where he had breakfast who spoke at church meetings
during the day and evening the ordination of certain men to the
priesthood some baptisms and confirmations visits he made to
members of the church gifts he received of oranges and money
he often recorded such things as a reflection of his gratitude for

people who supplied him with food and other needs while he was
working without purse or scrip and finally a cryptic comment
about using liberty toward alice hardman in his abridgementabridgement
however smith kept only about one sixth of the total entry sister
burgess came her breast is very bad I1 prayed with her sup-
per at hardmanshardmannHardmans used great liberty toward alice hardman 33
by including only the somewhat titillating material and leaving out
the much more important information about clayton and what he
was doing as a missionary this abridgementabridge ment does little but distort
the days activity

the most problematical document in this collection is jour-
nal 2 nauvoo illinois 1842 1846 the original three volumes
which comprise this journal are owned by the LDS church and
cover the period of november 27 1842 to january 30 1846 they
constitute an immensely valuable source for understanding the life
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ofjoseph smith as well as the history of the church during its final
years in nauvoo clayton made significant observations for exam-
ple on the tender relationship between joseph and emma smith
as well as some of the tensions between them he also wrote of
josephs relationship with other people both friends and enemies
efforts to institute plural marriage and the recording of the reve-
lation on plural marriage clayton kept the accounts related to
building the temple kept other church records took care of many
of joseph smiths business transactions was involved in the
prophets political activities participated in nauvoosNauvoos cultural life
observed and helped out in the solution of the many problems that
followed joseph smiths death and was deeply involved in the
preparations for leaving nauvoo 2

scholars should be wary of this abridgementabridgement however for
the editor did not have access to the original journals instead he
relied for the most part on highly selected excerpts compiled in
1979 by andrew ehat as notes for his specific research interests
unfortunately and through no direct fault ofofehatsofEhats these excerpts
were purloined and copied in an unauthorized way by yet another
person who illicitly shared them with friends like the proverbial
feathers tossed to the wind duplicates spread rapidly the ex-
cerpts were eventually published unapproved and with no edit-
ing in photoduplicatephotoduplicate form bybyjeraldjerald and sandra tanners modern
microfilm company of salt lake city smiths abridgementabridgement is based
almost entirely on that source with some additions from a few
other sources

smiths introduction to this journal leaves some misleading
impressions about its full content he says for example that the
ehat excerpts comprise approximately one half of the original
holograph journal ivi note since he never saw the holograph
however he had no way of knowing that there are actually 1170
daily entries in the three journals smith provides a full or nearly
fullfallfulifail reproduction of 102 entries 878.787 percent and partial repro-
ductionsductions of another 254 21.7217 percent considering all the
omissions from the partial entries it is safe to estimate that less
than 25 percent of the whole is included in this publication schol-
ars should be very cautious when they try to interpret what is
there for 75 percent of the whole is missing
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moreover in the case of the nauvoo journals george smith
took no real part in the abridgementabridgement all he had before him were
ehatschats excerpts which were never intended as an abridgementabridgement
they were merely verbatim notes to be used in ehatschats writing they
were not meant to be published as a collection what was finally
published by modernmodem microfilm unfortunately was an agglomera-
tion of unconnected except as they related to ehatschats studies and
out of context excerpts that piqued the interest of the curious
because they seemed somewhat sensational

smith correctly observes that claytonsclaytonaClaytons journals were the
source for many entries in the documentary history of the church
edited by B H roberts but he wrongly suggests that most of the
18431845 45 entries are present in edited form in that history iiiiivii1vii

actually for the period before the death of joseph smith only
about twentyfivetwenty five of the dailydaffydallydaliydabby history of the church entries are
clearly drawn from the clayton journals the same is true of the
period after the prophets death clayton wrote in his journal
almost daily but only a very small number of entries in volume
seven of the history of the church are based on that source
in nearly every instance moreover his journals are much more
extensive than the excerpts used in the history 3

the result so far as an intimate chronicle is concerned is

an abridgementabridgement that leaves the worst kind of imbalance it is not a
scholarly abridgementabridgement based on a consistent rationale concerning
what is important enough to include or insignificant enough to
leave out for example ehatschats excerpts reveal some problems be-
tween joseph and emma but the original journals show with
equal clarity that the two were very close and very much in love
clayton saw the problems but he also saw the prophet and his
wife working together for a common cause in a variety of ways

the excerpts largely obscure that fact
for example an entry in an intimate chronicle for june 5030

18431845 mentions a speech given by joseph smith after he was
arrested in dixon illinois then freed on a writ of habeas corpus
missing however are what clayton must have considered the
much more important parts of what he wrote that day he re-
ported joseph smiths dramatic entry into nauvoo amid throngs of
saints grateful to see him part of the story based on claytonsclaytonaClaytons
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journal is recounted in the history of the church but clayton
observed some intimate heartwarminghearthwarmingheartwarming particulars that did not
appear in the history emma was at the prophets side and clay-
ton described in beautiful detail the love that was apparent at the
reuniting of joseph and his family prest J left the buggy and
mounted old charley he called for sister emma & his brother
hyrum who when they came up and took him by the hand all
wept prest took hold of the hand of his partner in sorrow and per-
secutionse surely it would have moved any thing but the heart of an
adamantine clayton also commented on the non mormonscormons who
had accompanied joseph smith to nauvoo who all gazed with
astonishment & rapture to see the enthusiastic attachment of the
mormon people to their beloved leaders entries such as these
cast quite a different light on joseph smith than do out of context
excerpts that tend to focus on the tensions

the excerpts bypass many personal entries that reveal the
deeply spiritual nature of clayton himself they also say little
about claytonsclaytonaClaytons multitudinous daily activities or about the vibrant
social life of nauvoo yet the journals are filled with notations
regarding business affairs concerts plays parties and other activ-
ities that rounded out the lives of clayton and his friends in short
the excerpts provide insights into some aspects of nauvoo history
but they do not reveal the warm positive image of the church
and of joseph smith that pervades the journals themselves they
also distort the real character of william clayton and fail to pro-
vide some very important information about the period after the
death of joseph

all these issues raise questions about the propriety of repub-
lishing the excerpts at all working without permission to study
the original documents doomed their editor to the production of
a manifoldly flawed volume

journal 3 nauvoo temple 1845 1846 in this reviewers
opinion has no place in a publication of clayton journals for it is
really the journal ofofheberheber C kimball as george smith himself rec-
ognizes aviiivii the kimball family deposited it in the church
archives in 1903 along with several other kimball journals it fits
exactly chronologically with the other journals in the set and car-
ries a handwritten inscription on the first page indicating that it is
the journal of heber C kimball smith justifies including it with
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the clayton journals simply because the major portion of this
particular volume from december 10 1845 to january 6 1846 is
in claytonsclaytonaClaytons handwriting

anyone who has studied the keeping of journals in church
history must know that joseph smith brigham young heber C

kimball and other church leaders often called on their scribes
and secretaries to record their journals for them no responsible
historian presumes to publish such journals as part of the papers
of the scribes who wrote them such journals are the journals of
those for whom they were written smith correctly observes that
when stanley B kimball published the journals of heber C kim-
ball he left this one out that still does not legitimize publishing it
here if such a journal could be called a clayton journal then so
could the journal clayton wrote for kimball while crossing the
plains in 1847 that journal has been published twice as a

heber C kimball journal the temple journal is in exactly the
same category if it is to be published at all it should be published
with a kimball collection not a clayton collection

the occasion for claytonsclaytonaClaytons involvement in writing this por-
tion of kimballsKimballs journal is found in claytonsclaytonaClaytons personal journal
entry for december 10 1845 that morning clayton was in his
office but feeling quite unwell nevertheless he wrote brigham
young said he wanted me up in the temple and would not take
no for an answer accordingly the faithful clayton quit work and
found his way to the attic of the temple where several of the
brethren were assembled at that point er kimball requested me
to write his private journal to day 4 the activities that follow
clearly explain why kimball wanted clayton who had performed
similar duties for him in england in 1840 to write his journal for
kimball spent the rest of the day busily preparing the temple
for the sacred ordinance work that was about to commence As a

church leader kimball was one of the key figures in administering
those ordinances to the hundreds of saints who flocked to the tem-
ple day and night over the next few weeks sometimes working
until the early morning hours he had no time to write in his jour-
nal clayton too was busy but during all that time he wrote in his
own journal as well as kimballsKimballs he continued the dual journal
writing until january 6 while kimball was in the temple daily on
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many of those days clayton was also there but after december 2211

he spent most of his days working at the office clayton never
thought of kimballskimbaltsKimballsbalTsbaitsbairsbailsbalis journal as his own

A significant difference exists between the clayton journal
and the kimball journal for the days that clayton was in the tem-
ple in his own journal clayton told of the people who received
the sacred ordinances but he gave no details in kimballsKimballs journal
probably under kimballsKimballs instruction he gave enough detail that

faithful mormonscormons reading it today might rightly feel uncomfort-
able for it too openly reflects things they consider deeply sacred
clayton saw no need and perhaps even thought it improper to
place such details in his personal journal

nevertheless the kimball journal gives a heartwarminghearthwarmingheartwarming per-
spectivespective on the dedication of the saints who streamed to the tem-
ple during this crucial hectic period just before the exodus from
nauvoo the journal shows church leaders working tirelessly day
and night even though they were being hounded by their enemies
to give the saints the blessing of the temple endowment and to
give husbands and wives the blessing of being sealed together for
eternity in addition church leaders and other high priests met
regularly for fervent prayer if the reader tries to imagine allanailali that
was happening to the saints and all that must have been going
through their minds in this time of trouble the temple story is
indeed inspiring unfortunately smith does little in his commen-
tary to magnify this important theme

smiths abridgementabridgement for the most part eliminates long lists
of names of those conducting or participating in the ordinances or of
those who took part in the many prayer circles and meetings that
were held in the temple during those days in a few places the
abridgementabridgement leaves some things unclear the entry for december 30
for example deletes several lists of names at the same time how-
ever it deletes a reference to a prayer meeting which makes it
impossible to understand to whom the journal is referring when
it says that they united in prayer for the preservation of president
brigham young and his council 244

As in the case of journal 2 the kimball journal is owned
by the LDS church which has not given permission for its publi-
cation smith may have feltjustifiedfeltfeit justified in publishing it because an
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11 underground copy has been circulating for a few years in 1983
modernmodem microfilm printed a photographic reproduction appar-
ently taken from a microfilm that had been spirited away from the
LDS church archives without permission apparently smith
worked from this photographic copy in making his transcription

journal 4 pioneer trek west 184618471846 1847 is an abridgementabridgement
of claytonsclaytonaClaytons well known pioneer journal published by his family in
1921 and republished at least twice since then and readily available

the original manuscript is in the clayton collection in the church
archives some differences exist between the text as published by
smith and that published by the family but they are neither exten-
sive nor serious in a few instances smith corrects some errors in
the original publication in his abridgementabridgement however he deleted
numerous daily entries and condensed many more resulting in the
eliminaeliminationeliminatiotion of close to 50 percent of the original text on the other
hand smith provides a few entries at the end that for some
unknown reason the family did not include in the 1921 publication

journal 5 visit to utah settlements 1852 is the first of two
documents in this collection that have not been published in some
form elsewhere it is short but interesting because of its brevity
smith has not abridged it at all unfortunately he only briefly
explains the significance of the expedition covered by this journal
this was the occasion of brigham youngs second annual visit to
the settlements in southern utah but the groups mission also
included exploring the country ascertaining the situation of the
indians making roads building bridges killing snakes preaching
the gospel and doing and performing all other acts and things
needed to be done as they may be led by the good spirit 3151155 clay-
ton was assigned to go along as the official scribe the expedition
traveled over 300 miles southward visiting all the mormon settle-
ments between salt lake city and parowancarowanParowan the journal which
begins on april 21 comments on the native americans the group
encountered gives claytonsclaytonaClaytons impressions of some of the commu-
nities themselves and provides several other interesting insights
the original manuscript is owned by the LDS church

journal 6 polygamy mission to england 1852 1853 also in
the clayton collection and owned by the church is the other doc-
ument that has not been published previously clayton was one of
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nearly a hundred missionaries sent out immediately after the
special conference in august 1852 in which orson pratt made
the first public announcement of the doctrine of plural marriage
these new missionaries were not just to preach the gospel as
usual but also to make the new doctrine known to the world
claytonsclaytonaClaytons journal tells of the trip eastward across the plains the
many doctrinal discussions held around the campfire his disap-
pointment when in st louis he saw the doctrine of plural mar-
riage roundly rejected by some of the saints as well as other
people and his missionary work for the short time he was in eng-
land misunderstanding and some personal conflicts led to his tem-
porary suspension as a missionary though he was soon reinstated
after an investigation by the mission president the facts are in-
complete in the diary but on february 4 1853 clayton wrote a
letter to thomas bullock explaining them in detail the letter is in
the bullock papers in the church archives unfortunately smith
did not see fit to either reproduce or summarize it in a footnote 6

since this journal is brief smith did not extensively abridge
it nevertheless several ellipses in the text tend to diminish the
value of the publication the entry for saturday september 25
1852 for example is gone yet it reveals much about claytonsclaytonaClaytons
faith it would have taken only a few more pages to reproduce the
journal completely

smith provides three worthwhile appendixes the source
used for the first extracts from william claytonsclaytonaClaytons private book
is a handwritten manuscript located in the papers ofoflkoflL john nuttall
at brigham young university nuttallsnuttaltsNuttNutallstalTstaitsailsalis source was apparently a pri-
vate journal kept by clayton in which he recorded excerpts from
several sermons of joseph smith the extracts are interesting but
they say nothing specific about clayton moreover whether clay-
ton actually heard these sermons or whether he copied them from
someone elsesalses transcription is unclear one short entry titled
A key by joseph smith dec 1840 deals with the key by which

someone may determine whether a messenger is a spirit from god
or from the devil 7 on february 9 1843 clayton was with the
prophet in nauvoo when he repeated the same instructions as re-
corded in doctrine and covenants 1294 9 that passage is actually
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a word for word duplication except for one minor difference of
claytonsclaytonaClaytons nauvoo journal entry for that date this entry was the
source for the official transcription when it was prepared for
the doctrine and covenants the editor of an intimate chronicle
could not have known this since he had access only to the sketchy
highly selected excerpts from the nauvoo journal

the second appendix an interesting journal is a historical
essay penned by william clayton on the building of the nauvoo
temple the original handwritten manuscript is in the nauvoo col-
lection in the church archives but smiths source was the juve-
nile instructor which published the essay serially in 1886 the
editors of the instructor made numerous grammatical and punc-
tuation changes to the original shortened some sentences and
reconstructed others the changes are not serious in terms of his-
torical understanding but some scholars would have preferred a
faithful reproduction of claytonsclaytonaClaytons original account the most dis-
appointing thing about the instructor version is that it does not
reproduce the entire original it stops on page 85 of a 100 page
manuscript even though the original does not tell the story of the
nauvoo temple through its completion it would be nice to have
the full document published

the last appendix is william claytonsclaytonaClaytons account of how he was
introduced to the doctrine and practice of plural marriage and his
recording of the revelation doctrine and covenants 132 as it was
dictated by joseph smith george smiths source is a version pub-
lished by andrew jenson in 1887 8 the original handwritten man-
uscript is in the clayton papers in the church archives there are
minor differences in terms of punctuation but for all practical pur-
poses both published versions are true to the original

an intimate chronicle brings together mostly in abridged
fashion and often relying on secondhand sources several docu-
ments produced by william clayton most of the collection has
been published elsewhere but having it available in one volume
even though the abridgementabridgement sometimes leaves misleading impres-
sions provides students of mormon history with a modest tool for
studying some aspects of clayton and his times but it must be
used with caution
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NOTES

james B alienallenailen and thomas G alexander eds manchester mormonscormonsMormons the
journal of william clayton 184018421840 1842 salt lake city peregrine smith 1974

these events are all discussed in detail in james B alienallenailen trials of disci-
pleshippleship the story of william craclaclaytonyton a mormon urbana university of illinois
1987 chsachs 4 7

31nn another misleading statement smith says that the journals contain
joseph smiths translation of ancient characters from the kinderhook plates
xxiv this is inaccurate clayton simply wrote that he had seen the plates and

claimed that joseph smith had translated a portion of them and had described
their content and author this report appears to be based on hearsay and no
translation was ever given see stanley B kimball kinderhook plates brought
to joseph smith appear to be a nineteenth century hoax ensign 11 august
198166741981661981 667466 74

interestingly enough smith does not include this entry for december 10
in claytonsclaytonaClaytons nauvoo journal although it is among the ehat excerpts

andrewjenson5andrewjensonAndrew jenson journal history of the church april 222218521852 LDS church
archives

the reader who is interested in what clayton had to say should try to see
it in the bullock collection or see the discussion in alienallenailen trials of discipleship
290 92

7thetheathe key is that if the spirit is from god he will not offer you his hand but
if from the devil he will either shrink from you or offer his hand which if he
does you will feel nothing but be deceived 514 significantly the same idea is
recorded in wilford woodruffswoodruffwoodruftwoodruffes journal under the date june 27 1839 it was
among the instructions joseph smith gave to the twelve before they left on their
mission to the british isles it is also noted in willard richardssRichardrichardsss pocket com-
panion a notebook that contains many of those instructions since richards was
in england when they were given in june 1839 it is apparent that he got his infor-
mation from notes shared with him by the apostles when they arrived in 1840
george smith suggests that clayton heard the idea from joseph in nauvoo in an
otherwise unknown december 1840 sermon 514 others have assumed that
clayton got his note either from richards or woodruff and recorded it in his book
during the month of december it is possible that the prophet spoke on the sub-
ject on several occasions

plural marriage historical record 6 may 1887 224 26


